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In it to Win it
48' (14.63m)   2001   Sea Ray   Sedan Bridge
Miami  Florida  United States

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer: Sea Ray
Engines: 2 CAT Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model: 3196TA Cruise Speed: Knots
Engine HP: 640 Max Speed: Knots
Beam: 15' 3" Cabins/Heads: 3 / 2
Max Draft: 3' 9" Fuel Type: Diesel
Water: 140 G (529.96 L) Fuel: 500 G (1892.71 L)

$299,000
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Data Sheet

Category: Motor Yachts
Condition: Used
Model Year: 2001
Beam: 15'3'' Max Draft: 3' 9'' LOA: 51' 2''
(15.60m)
Cabins: 3
Heads: 2

Knots
Knots
Fuel Type: Diesel
Hull Material: Fiberglass
Air Conditioning: Yes

Dry Weight: 40400 lbs
Bow Thruster: Yes
Fuel Tank: 500 gal (1892.71 liters)
Fresh Water: 140 gal (529.96 liters)
Holding Tank: 68 gal (257.41 liters)
HIN/IMO: SERP4976F001
In Stock: Yes

Engines/Generators

Engine 1
CAT
3196TA
Inboard
640HP
Fuel: Diesel
Location: Port

Engine 2
CAT
3196TA
Inboard
640HP
Fuel: Diesel
Location: Starboard
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Summary/Description

This Sedan Bridge is designed with classic, yet current, Sea Ray styling. This beauty has a surprisingly large interior for a
boat this size. There are three staterooms and two heads with wraparound lounge seating on the flybridge. "In it to Win
it" is ready to hit the waves!

This Sedan Bridge is designed with classic, yet current, Sea Ray styling.

One of the best looking sedan cruisers of her era. This beauty has a surprisingly large interior for a boat this size. Step
through the sliding glass doors to a spacious salon, dinette, and built-in entertainment center. The large galley is
designed with an island-style breakfast bar and under-counter refrigeration as well as a new two drawer
refrigerator/freezer.

There are three staterooms on the lower level including a full-size berth in the portside stateroom, twin bunks in the
starboard stateroom, and a spacious master stateroom forward with an entertainment center.

On the bridge, wrap around lounge seating is located forward of an extremely well designed helm console. Additional
features include high-gloss interior joinery, an extended hydraulic swim platform, transom storage, wide side decks, and
a fiberglass hardtop. Powered by Caterpillar diesel 660 HP inboard engines.

The 480 Sea Ray Sedan Bridge offers plenty of luxurious living space indoors in the well-appointed cabin, and outside on
the spacious command bridge, easily accessed via a molded stairway. This 480 Sedan Bridge will surely be your home
away from home with 3 staterooms and 2 heads.  With a fiberglass hardtop, full enclosure and dedicated bridge air
conditioning, the command bridge is the perfect place to entertain. Curved bench seating forwards of the helm gives
guests a spectacular view while enjoying refreshments and entertainment using the stereo remote control. 

The console is large enough to house a tremendous amount of instrumentation, including a digital LCD systems monitor,
while two fully adjustable captain's chairs provide absolute comfort. The captain can pilot in total confidence, too.
Technical features on the Sea Ray 480 Sedan Bridge are complete with a bow thruster, engine synchronizer, crossover
fuel and charging system, 13.5 kW generator with sound box, Glendinning self-winding power cable with wireless
remote. There is exceptional visibility from the helm to see the bow, stern and all corners of the boat, affording easier
docking.

The cockpit affords travelers easy movement throughout with molded steps to the bridge and foredeck, sliding door
access to the cabin plus convenient transom door access to the swim platform. 

Going down the steps to the stateroom companionway, immediately to the portside is the VIP stateroom with queen
berth and entry door to the guest head just forward. To the starboard side of the companionway is the guest stateroom
which has L-shaped twin berths that also function as a couch with their backrest cushions. The starboard side stateroom
also features a washer/dryer. All the way forward on the companionway is the master stateroom with centerline
oversized berth and en-suite head with enclosed shower. "In it to Win it" is ready to hit the waves!
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In it to Win it   Exterior View

In it to Win it   Exterior View
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In it to Win it   Exterior View
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In it to Win it   Bow Area

In it to Win it   Bow Area
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In it to Win it   Bulwark
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In it to Win it   Aft Deck

In it to Win it   Aft Deck
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In it to Win it   Stern Area
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In it to Win it   Stairs to Flybridge
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In it to Win it   Flybridge Controls

In it to Win it   Flybridge
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In it to Win it   Flybridge

In it to Win it   Flybridge
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In it to Win it   Flybridge

In it to Win it   Main Salon
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In it to Win it   Main Salon
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In it to Win it   Dining Table
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In it to Win it   Galley

In it to Win it   Main Salon and Galley
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In it to Win it   Dining Table
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In it to Win it   Stairs to Lower Level
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In it to Win it   Master Stateroom

In it to Win it   Master Stateroom
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In it to Win it   Master Stateroom
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In it to Win it   Master Head
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In it to Win it   VIP Stateroom
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In it to Win it   Shared Head
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In it to Win it   Twin Stateroom

In it to Win it   Exterior View
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In it to Win it   Exterior View
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In it to Win it   Exterior View
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In it to Win it   Exterior View
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